
                    WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (No.11/93)

1.   Review of media coverage:
     "Report of the Public Accounts Committee on the Report of the Director
     of Audit on the Planning and Financial Control by the Govt. on Building
     of the HKUST"
          Media coverage on the PAC Report within the first two days
          following its release on 10/3/93 was mentioned in last week's
          media review. Eight papers, including the two English papers,
          continued to follow-up on the issue and quoted Dr Nicky Chan,
          Chairman of the Assessment Panel, who called up the media in
          response to the comments against him in the PAC Report, saying
          that he had done nothing wrong. In response to the allegation that
          he had recommended the runner-up design for the Planning
          Committee's consideration without consulting other panel members,
          he explained that there was confusion about the roles of the
          Assessment Panel and the Planning Committee. He added that the AP
          was responsible for picking the winner of the design competition
          while the PC was charged with selecting a design as the blueprint
          for the university.

          Media interest in the issue seemed to cool down over the weekend
          and in a minor feature in Ming Pao (16/3),  the paper concluded
          the issue by saying that although the PAC Report was released,
          some questions surrounding the issue has not yet been fully
          answered.

          Dr Nicky Chan called up RTHK's Chinese radio morning phone-in
          programme on 16/3 and  stated his case once again.

          Three callers responded to his call. A F.6 student said despite
          the controversy he would still like to study at UST. A mother of
          another F.6 student said she had visited UST and was very
          impressed by the campus design, the facilities and quality of the
          faculty. She said she would suggest that her son choose UST too.
          She also urged an end to this controversy since its continuation
          would be meaningless. A male caller, on the other hand, commented
          that Govt. officials should be able to admit their mistakes rather
          than to keep defending themselves when something had gone wrong.

2.   "Asia's dragon universities: HK - a global entrepot becomes a higher-
     education boom town"
          In a 3-page feature, The Chronicle of Higher Education (24/2)
          introduced the three universities of HK. The feature noted that
          UST was modelled on the American research university and aspired
          to become a world- class technological university in a decade.

3.   Project manager for the construction of UST's Phase I receives award
          Building Review (2/93) carried a feature and reported that Hip
          Hing Construction's project manager, Jack Lee, received the gold
          trophy of the 2nd Building Manager of the Year Awards for
          overseeing the speedy phase I construction of the $1 billion UST
          complex.

4.   Prof Gareth Thomas appointed Director of UST's Technology Transfer
     Centre
          Both HK Commercial Daily (1/3) and Sing Tao Daily (8/3) picked up
          our press release on Prof Thomas' appointment.



5.   Complaint about job discrimination at UST
          The Standard (2/3) and Wen Wei Po (19/3) printed a complaint
          letter from a candidate for the post of EO at UST. She complained
          that she was being discriminated against by UST, who refused to
          appoint her because of her past medical record. Wen Wei Po also
          carried Director of Personnel Office's reply letter. DPO explained
          in his letter that although the complainant was shortlisted at the
          beginning, after considering information available at a later
          stage, it was decided that she was not the ideal person for the
          post.

6.   Dr Francis Lui of Dept. of Fin. and Econ. comments on the Govt.'s
     budget proposal
           Dr Lui was interviewed by TVB Jade's Good Morning HK programme
          (3/3) on this.

7.   Prof Tom Stelson, PVC(R&D), will chair the 9th International Computer
     Expo and Conference
          Four papers, including Sing Tao Daily (3/3), the Express (11/3),
          Wen Wei Po (8/3) and HK Economic Times (10/3), reported this fact.

8.   How many UST faculty members are on sabatical leave from overseas
     universities?
          Both Wah Kiu Yat Po (3/3) and the Express (4/3) reported that Ms
          Emily Lau asked this question at the LegCo meeting on 3/3. The
          Express quoted the Secretary for Education and Manpower as
          replying that it was not uncommon for universities to have
          visiting scholars who were on sabatical leave from another
          university. Wah Kiu Yat Po quoted VC/P as saying that there was
          only one faculty member at UST who was also receiving extra salary
          from the university from which he had come.

9.   Dr Wei Kuo-chiang of Dept. of Fin. and Econ. talks about hedging in the
     stock market
          HK Economic Times (5/3) interviewed Dr Wei on this.

10.  Biotechnology: industry of tomorrow today
          The Express (8/3) picked up a feature in HK Industrialist (2/93)
          on the topic. Prof K P Wong, MD and CEO of the HK Institute of
          Biotechnology, CUHK was quoted as saying that although a
          substantial amount of research into biotechnology  was being
          carried at CUHK, UST and HKU on biotechnology, the territory as a
          whole had not paid much attention to this area.

11.  The  UST construction cost "overrun" is a lesson to the Govt.
          SCMP (9/3) reported that LegCo members on the Health Services
          Panel referred to the UST case and expressed concern about the
          possible escalation of the cost of  Northern Hospital. Deputy
          Secy. for Health and Welfare, Mrs Shelly Lau, was quoted as
          replying that the Govt. had learned its lesson and would not allow
          overspending in the hospital plan.

Note:
This review is based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week.
Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305
or ext. 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section
of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is



for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the
original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best
we are able when official translations are not immediately available.


